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In the Cloud Chamber:
On Ronald Johnson’s Radi os
Radi os by Ronald Johnson. Chicago, IL: Flood Editions, 2005.
The day after listening to Lucas Foss’s Baroque Variations—a work that
“tunnels” through pieces by various composers, in which “Groups of
instruments play . . . but keep submerging into inaudibility,”* leaving
“holes” in the original music—Ronald Johnson walked into a Seattle
bookshop, bought a copy of the 1892 edition of The Poetical Works of
John Milton, and immediately began crossing out whole lines. The
result, or so the story goes, was Radi os, Johnson’s famous poem-byexcision of Paradise Lost (think: Tom Phillips’s A Humument sans visuals), long out of print but recently re-released by Flood Editions. Like
all books that come with a backstory, the myth is in danger of overriding the fact: as Peter O’Leary, Johnson’s literary executor, has pointed
out, “the crossing out . . .was only the first step of the composition.”
Johnson revised endlessly, acquiring several copies of the 1892 edition, each of which served as a further “draft” of the work. As Johnson
himself said, “You don’t tamper with Milton to be funny. You have to
be serious.” So that in spite of the book’s foregrounded process and
source, which have prescribed to some degree how the book has been
read (either as a simple derivation of Paradise Lost or an example par
excellence of postmodernist praxis), what Radi os amounts to, finally,
is greater than the sum of its processes/source: it is the expression, as
Johnson says, of the poet’s “solitary quest in the cloud chamber.”
Other readers of Johnson’s work, including O’Leary and Guy Davenport (whose astute afterword has been included in the new edition),
have noted the primacy of the eye and the physical act of seeing in
Radi os. In fact, the poem’s first section contains a reference to vision
or the eye on nearly every page—sometimes as a single world (e.g.,

* This quote appears in Johnson’s “A Note and a Dedication” at the front of
Radi os.
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iris or dilated), sometimes as a small cluster (“Ezekial saw, / His eye”),
sometimes as an extended meditation:
Both
eyes
At once,
on all sides round,
fed
With
place eternal
In utter darkness,
from the centre

whirlwind
Radi os, then, is both a seen, or seeing, text and a re-visioning of a text
(i.e., Paradise Lost) which itself is a vision of the world as seen through
blind eyes. To some extent, the composition of Radi os constitutes the
re-endowing of Milton (or at the very least, his text) with physical sight;
it is also, as Blake’s Milton is, a conversation with and re-visioning of
Milton’s textual vision and his physical blindness. Johnson manages
to endow the text with at least three sets of eyes: his own, Milton’s,
and the reader’s. Radi os makes the point that, if the act of reading is
an act of seeing (or re-vision), then the act of seeing is an act of reading, whereby one reads the world and one’s place in it:
For proof look up,
And read
Where thou art
Still, Radi os should not be mistaken for a strict reworking of
Milton’s text. The poem, and here I disagree with Davenport, is no
longer Milton’s. Most obviously, Milton’s theology is largely absent
from Radi os; although there is an order to “all things made, / creation,”
it has transmuted into a version more palatable to the twentieth century. Thus, Radi os conceives of “no bars of Hell, nor / far off Heaven,”
just “The radiant image / the only / Garden” in which “Man” has been
placed, to “create / or love”—“To find / the more / Clear / song” in order
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to redeem “mute / Death.” In fact, Radi os can be said to take the position that paradise as such never was lost, it is “Still ending, / still renewing.” For Johnson, the mind was and is born of light—i.e., energy—
not God as known to Milton.
In the first passage of the poem, Johnson conceives of “man” in
terms of Blake’s “vegetative” existence, but unlike Blake before him,
for Johnson, “man” does not necessarily owe his existence to a spiritual cause. Not unlike a seedling, humanity emerged out of the earth:

O

tree
into the World,
Man
the chosen

Rose out of chaos:
song,
If there is a divinity in Radi os, one responsible for human presence
in the world, it is the Sun that embraced the planet in an evolutionary
accident of space and time, and which raised the tree of man out of
the primordial soup. If there is a devil, it is the apocalypse of waking
to “what is, / and the full-blazing / meridian / revolving / in a moment”;
our “flame” recedes so quickly. Of course good and evil are abstractions, but while they exist unequivocally in a person, they have no
essential distinctions between them. Persons, not morals, are absolutes, “the Soul” is a “hill”—a “maze / Of good and evil.”
The book must also be, as Davenport maintains, “a meditation, first
of all, on grace,” which is here conceived of in terms of the created
light’s (light made flesh) ability to see itself and its (flesh’s) creations—
much as the created text (Paradise Lost made into modern flesh) is both
an act of seeing its source and a self-creation. Grace, in other words,
is to see the flux, the vicissitudes of life and death, light and dark;
grace, as Frank O’Hara wrote, is “to be born and live as variously as
possible”—Radi os reiterates what we learned long ago: all is mutable,
changeable, save change itself.
So were created,
Maker,
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by absolute

impulse
immutably forseen,

change
Unchangeable, eternal
It’s worth noting that if Johnson’s theme is grace, his metaphor,
here and elsewhere, is the garden—both in the sense of an originary
locus (think: Robert Duncan’s “Often I Am Permitted to Return to a
Meadow”), and a structure of which “vegetative” humans are part (“O
tree / into the world / Man”). Radi os, it must be remembered, was
originally conceived of by Johnson as part of his long work, ARK, and
though Radi os was never incorporated into that work, it retains some
of the same concerns; as Johnson says in his interview with O’Leary,
“I always wanted to make a garden of some kind and that’s how I
imagine ARK.” It is no accident, either, that Johnson’s last work, The
Shrubberies (also published by Flood Editions), is similarly concerned
with the garden as the place of the sun’s embrace and the threshing
ground of life, for
therein seep sources clear
one of the great rivers
that cause a civilization
flood after flood twixt
field of wildered corn
& ability to stroke the sun
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